**Footnotes**

The footnote\(^1\) at the bottom of the page.
The **second footnote**\(^2\) at the bottom of the page after the other footnote.

1. A footnote is text placed at the bottom of the current or the next page.
2. Another footnote with a bit more text.
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This is for testing if a footnote cannot fit with the footnote reference text.

Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose. Some filler text with no other purpose.

This **footnote** is at the bottom of the page where the conditional footnote reference area is.
This page also has a footnote and should have the footnote from the last page.

This footnote is at the bottom of the page after the footnote from the previous page.

A footnote with too much text to fit on the same page as the reference. Also the reference is in the same place as the conditional footnote reference text.
Another footnote.